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Within the financial services community,
organisations are adopting innovative payments,
blockchain and artificial intelligence tools that
leverage Microsoft Azure as a platform to do more
for less – at a time when the demand for open
banking facilities, flexible real-time transactions and
cross-border activities has never been higher.
Just in time for this year’s Sibos gathering in Sydney,
we take a look at the ways in which Microsoft is
helping financial services organisations around the
globe to reimagine their customer experiences in the
digital economy.
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Enabling
the

digital

economy
Digital technologies from Microsoft and its partners are empowering
financial firms to generate innovative business models, deliver new
kinds of value and create unique customer experiences
BY JACQUI GRIFFITHS

D

igital technologies are changing the way
people think about what they consume
and how they consume it. For financial services institutions, competing with new,
digitally-powered market entrants to meet consumers’ changing needs where and when they
occur demands far-reaching transformation.
Financial firms are being challenged to step outside their traditional boundaries and visualise
new business models that create value for tomorrow’s consumers.
Microsoft calls this digital transformation ‘the
art of the possible’. But according to David Cox,
executive director, worldwide financial services
at Microsoft Digital Transformations, many
organisations – especially in the financial services – have yet to fully capture its true scope.
“When a bank considers digital transformation, they generally limit their thinking to their
current business and apply digital technologies
to aspects like account opening, loan application,
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payments or other traditional banking functions,” Cox wrote in a recent Microsoft financial
services industry blog. “In other words, they
focus more on improving what they have always
done rather than imagining what they could also
do. While this can be valuable for a bank and
their customers, it falls short of their complete
opportunity. Because digital transformation
transforms actions, decisions, money, and intelligence into data, traditional assumptions about
who does what evaporate.”
But the evaporation of assumptions, empowered by new technologies and the capabilities
they bring, is already transforming some sectors
of the industry. In payments, for example, the
entry of non-banking organisations to provide
payment services – offering personalisation and
born-in-the-cloud agility that incumbent financial organisations can struggle to match – has
blown the field wide open. In their whitepaper, International payments: accelerating banks’
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transformation, BCG and Swift note that as
the world increasingly transitions away from
cash and the volume of international payments
grows, digitisation is defining new expectations
for simplicity, transparency and instantaneity.
Alongside these new expectations, the rise of
global marketplaces has blurred the frontier
between payment and purchase processes.
“These forces are driving the industry towards a
profound transformation, one based on the use
of advanced technology to integrate payments
with clients’ business processes, develop new
offerings and reduce the burden of compliance,”
the authors say.
Temenos’ Microsoft Azure-based Payment Hub
is one example that illustrates how digitalised,
cloud-enabled technologies can enable financial
firms to tap into evolving markets, providing the
flexibility to create innovative, customer-centric
offerings. As a fully embedded component of the
Temenos Core Banking platform, the solution
can enable banks to transform their payments
offerings at a much lower initial investment, in
turn providing better value to customers. But it
can also run as a standalone payment processing
engine, giving banks a single solution for processing low value, high value and instant payments.

Other areas of the industry are also becoming
scenes for transformation. Cloud-based artificial intelligence (AI) capabilities are changing
the game by addressing business needs in real
time. AI bots are already taking care of routine and repetitive tasks to free bank staff for
more valuable activities. And with the power
to securely engage with multiple data sources
and derive actionable insights using predictive
analytics and machine learning, AI is enabling
bankers to meet customers where they are –
on social media, online or on site. With AI,

“Cloud-based artificial intelligence
capabilities are changing the game by
addressing business needs in real time”
bankers can instantly understand the history
and profile of the customer they’re talking to,
get an accurate view of their needs, and create
tailor-made solutions for them in collaboration
with non-banking organisations such as retailers, real estate agents or car dealers.
Blockchain, too, is emerging as a huge enabler
for the digital economy, empowering financial

VIEWPOINT

Right here, right now
VeriPark’s e-Wallet provides a way to accelerate financial inclusion with a single
application, says VeriPark Europe’s Wim Geukens
As great, personalised customer experiences become
the new normal for consumers, financial organisations
recognise the importance of applying game-changing
digital innovations. New services such as mobile
wallets now come into play to meet the demands of
banking customers, particularly millennials who want
omnichannel consumer service available on the go,
anytime, virtually anywhere.
From this perspective, VeriPark designed an e-Wallet
solution, building on 20 years of experience with the
VeriChannel solution based on the Microsoft platform
and Azure services. The solution stands out as a
new way of managing finances through one single
application, which is accessible 24/7 at the tips of
customers’ fingers. Customers can easily manage
and control their budgets, monitor their expenses

and reach campaigns in their areas of interest. Before
e-Wallet, payment used to be tied to a location – but
not anymore. Customers can now make P2P contactless
payments in real time and use QR codes or NFC to
facilitate faster mobile payments.
VeriPark’s e-Wallet was recently implemented for
a bank as a financial inclusion and digital payment
solution, gaining over 50,000 customers in the first
three months. Customers can instantly perform card
transactions, manage coupons, follow up and apply
merchant campaigns and earn loyalty points. They can
also defer payment or pay in instalments, splitting the
total into smaller amounts to pay off at regular intervals
over a set period – and much more.
Wim Geukens is general manager of VeriPark Europe
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Driving improved experiences
DXC Technology’s Lori Murray says security and
convenience are the key to success in the digital economy
Consumers associate the financial services
industry with security, so the industry knows that
it must move to the future mode of operation
with minimal risk to customers.
Organisations must also continue to find
ways to improve customer engagement in
the digital economy. Many customers are still
entering the branch because what they need
isn’t offered in a more convenient channel.
Financial institutions must serve their customer
base in ways that enhance service by identifying
inconvenient processes and optimising them
to eliminate any inconveniences. They can use
innovative tools powered by Microsoft Azure
and interject machine learning capabilities
to build smarter processes. Using artificial
intelligence, bots and machine learning to
build virtual assistants enables companies to

enhance customer and employee experiences,
while decreasing expenses such as training and
communication costs.
DXC Technology helped a client to implement
a solution for a customer using Microsoft
Azure, Dynamics, Unified Desktop, and bots to
build a virtual assistant that has critical, timely
information to serve the customer end to end.
DXC also implemented a streamlined lending
process using the existing loan origination
system to prevent the company completely
replacing its existing solution. The solution was
deployed within 10 months and the client’s
market share increased because it could book
loans 98% more quickly.
Lori Murray is global product leader, banking
and capital markets at DXC Technology
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Going a step further
Open platforms and new technologies empower banks to transform their
operating model and customer services, says Mike Walker from Finastra
Financial service providers are looking beyond mere
compliance with regulations; they are using the
regulations as a catalyst for wider business model
change. They are looking at how real-time transactions
and data access, coupled with advanced analytics and
tailored service offerings, can help differentiate them on
experience and maintain their relevance with clients.
Organisations must connect traditionally siloed
businesses at a technological and operating model
level to deliver the solutions and experiences customers
demand. In addition, they need to harness the increased
amount of data available to deliver the right services
and products to their clients, at the right time.
Next-generation open platforms and cloud technology
are empowering companies to reduce overall costs and
enabling them to deliver new products and services at
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speed to their consumer base. This lowers barriers to
financial inclusion and grows their business with new
and existing clients alike.
Finastra is helping organisations involved in trade
finance to adopt its Microsoft Azure-hosted Fusion
Fabric.Cloud platform. Combining transactional
capabilities with natural language processing and big
data, this connected ecosystem provides banks with a
more holistic view of their trade business. It also provides
the means to automate processes that are traditionally
manual and labour intensive, allowing them to
differentiate on experience and provide more effective
insight to their clients.
Mike Walker is head of Sales Enablement – Corporate
Banking and Payments at Finastra
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firms to provide secure and efficient solutions
that simplify the lives of their customers. For
example, global professional services firm EY
has worked with Microsoft, network security
expert Guardtime, blockchain technology
provider R3, and global shipping giant AP
Moller-Maersk to create Insurwave, the world’s
first blockchain platform for marine insurance.
Running on Microsoft Azure, the platform
provides a secure, scalable distributed database
that offers simultaneous access to a single version of the truth to all participants in speciality
insurance. In doing so, it simplifies the complex
business of setting marine insurance premiums
– a process that involves coordination between
insurance company, state department of transportation, state police and state and federal
regulatory agencies, as well as factors such as
different cargos and border crossings.
Ultimately, Microsoft’s Cox writes that the ability to harness the power of data with scale, speed
and agility reduces friction for the consumer,
blurs the lines between different industries and
makes new, agile business models possible.
“In this way, technology transfers power from

corporations and institutions to smaller scale
business entities and individuals,” he writes. “In
the process, the economy itself transforms.”
As financial firms step up to enable the digital economy, stepping outside their traditional
boundaries is no longer optional. It may take
time for the industry to fully capture the art of the

“As financial firms step up to
enable the digital economy,
stepping outside their traditional
boundaries is no longer optional”
possible, but as organisations around the world
continue their digital transformation journey,
brushstrokes of are being applied to create new,
dynamic and customer-focused business vistas.
Exactly how the industry will evolve remains
to be seen. But as global events like Sibos 2018
reflect intense industry focus on enabling the digital economy, the scope of the art of the possible is
starting to emerge.
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Navigating the new
data privacy landscape
M A R Y R O B B I N S : R E D G AT E S O F T W A R E

Advances in technology can help the financial services industry reach more
customers in more ways – provided the personal data of customers is protected

T

hese are exciting times for the financial services industry. New technologies and innovative tools are helping companies deliver
more advanced products and a higher level of
customer service.
But these are also challenging times. New
data privacy legislation like the General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) in Europe will
soon be joined by the Stop Hacks and Improve
Electronic Data Security (SHIELD) Act in New
York, the Consumer Privacy Act in California, the
Personal Data Protection Bill in India, and many
others around the world.

“Big enterprises have used bespoke
data masking solutions for a long
time, but the cost has been a barrier
for many companies”
A common strand running through every regulation is the requirement to protect personally identifiable information, prompted by the increasing
number – and size – of data breaches.
Unsurprisingly, hacking is the major cause and
accounted for 59.4% of breaches in 2017 according
to the Identity Theft Resource Center. Importantly,
however, 22% of breaches were down to internal
issues such as employee errors, accidental exposure, and insider theft. It’s this area where companies need to focus their attention because it means
changing the way they maintain current services
and develop promising new ones.
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Many will be driven by an application which
has a database at the back end to collect and process customer data – the kind of data the new
data privacy regulations are designed to protect,
and which goes far beyond the usual suspects
like credit card numbers.
Those applications and databases will often be
developed using a DevOps approach, which helps
to create and update software faster. Instead of
relying on ‘big bang’ releases every six months or
so, DevOps encourages software teams to release
small changes often. So features reach customers
sooner, the value of developing them is gained earlier, and companies are more competitive.
This is where the problem lies because Redgate’s
2018 State of Database DevOps Survey revealed
that 67% of organisations use copies of production
databases in development to test changes. Those
copies contain the personally identifiable information which now needs to be protected.
Big enterprises have used bespoke data masking solutions for a long time, but the cost has
been a barrier for many companies. However,
mass market tools like Redgate’s Data Masker
are now emerging.
Offering a simple, repeatable process which can
be applied whenever test databases are refreshed
with production data, it means companies can still
use DevOps in database development to release
changes faster, while keeping data safe. Welcome
to the new world of compliant database DevOps.
Mary Robbins is DevOps Product Marketing
Manager at Redgate Software
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Payments
in the cloud
M I H A I L D U TA : F I N A S T R A

More banks and financial institutions are moving their payments
infrastructure to the cloud than ever before, but why?

S

ince the first modern cloud computing
platforms went live in the early 2000s,
the adoption of cloud infrastructure as
a vehicle for the delivery and consumption of
software has continued to accelerate. According
to Gartner, adoption rates are growing by 21%
annually, while Deloitte Global predicts that by
2021, over half of all information technology
spend will be cloud-based.
Despite initial scepticism, the financial services community has also learned to embrace
the cloud. According to a recent survey of
bank executives by Finextra Research, nearly
90% of banks are in favour of including
software-as-a-service or cloud-based services

“Financial institutions must adapt
quickly to stay relevant in the
fast-changing payments space”
as part of their infrastructure. Today, it is the
norm for financial institutions to run customer
relationship management, enterprise resource
planning and treasury applications, which
store sensitive customer and bank data, in the
cloud. In banking, as in other industries, the
notion of ‘shipping and installing’ software is
now a thing of the past.
One area of banking however, remains
glaringly behind: core payments processing. Specifically, the management, processing and clearing of wire or real-time gross

settlement transfers, automated clearing house,
cross-border and immediate payments is still
primarily performed using on-premise software. As open banking, immediate payments,
artificial intelligence, blockchain and other
initiatives continue to be top of mind, financial
institutions will need to adapt quickly to stay
relevant in the fast-changing payments space.
Finastra, in partnership with Microsoft, is
making great strides to buck the status quo
by providing our payments solutions on
Microsoft Azure. Moving payments to the
cloud provides multiple benefits, including
faster access to new technologies and innovations, and streamlined onboarding, which both
reduce upgrade cost and effort. Our clients can
rest assured that Finastra’s payment solutions
provide comparable depth of capability and
functionality to on-premise alternatives, with
the highest levels of reliability and security. In
fact, Microsoft spends over US$1 billion on
cybersecurity alone to stay ahead of the curve
on security threats – far more than any individual financial institution can – and ensures
compliance with a wide range of international
and industry-specific standards.
This collaboration has fundamentally
changed how Finastra delivers payments software to our customers and partners, allowing
us to bring the benefits to banks and financial
institutions worldwide.
Mihail Duta is head of Product Management,
Americas Payment Solutions at Finastra
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Unified banking
Ö Z K A N E R E N E R : V E R I PA R K

Banks that use unified front ends to consolidate all their applications
into one screen can cut costs, fulfil customer requests faster and
transform the employee experience

C

ustomer-facing professionals are likely
to use the latest smartphones and tablets
with advanced user interfaces in their
daily lives. They drag and drop, double tap or
even speak to their mobile devices to get things
done. However, when they are at work, they are
forced to use dated software and technologies.
The complexities of this older software make it
difficult for front-end staff to engage with customers and complete tasks, making them less
enthusiastic in their roles.
Banks branches and their contact centres
are overcoming these issues by implementing unified front end (UFE) solutions, which
consolidate the user interface of all banking
functionalities into one application. UFE applications have one login and one navigation
menu, and they are intuitive and easy to use
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for front-end staff. Although users see a unified
interface, the UFE simply acts as a thin layer
that connects the back-end systems and applications, which all stay the same.
UFE solutions can also help banks to modernise the employee experience and align it with
the types of user interfaces of the applications
that they are familiar with interacting with in
their personal lives. When bank associates have
a piece of software they love that makes daily
tasks easier to perform, they have much more
time to engage with customers. In fact, banks
see benefits in three key areas when they roll
out UFE in branches and contact centres.
First, UFE cuts the costs of various operations. For example, VeriPark’s clients can now
fulfil customer requests between 17% and 48%
more quickly because their staff are only using
one application, rather than several. In addition, UFE enables banks to authentic users and
transactions via biometrics, debit card pin validation or smartphone-based passwords. This
eliminates the expensive step of signature and
transaction verification.
The second benefit of UFE is that it minimises operational mistakes made by employees.
Banks can use the UFE application’s in-built
engine to manage and change operational rules.
Importantly, because the applications integrate
with back-end systems – such as the customer
relationship management (CRM) and data warehouse platforms – banks can even implement
complex business rules while the transactions
are running. For example, if the bank changes
the minimum income requirement for loan
products in the rule engine, the UF application
will check the salary mentioned in the transaction and alert the bank associate. Similarly, the

R E TA I L B A N K I N G

UFE can surface alerts about a customer, such as
an expired ID or a missing mandatory field, so
the bank associate can rectify the issue.
Finally, the third significant benefit of UFE
is that it helps tellers turn into sellers because
they can spend more time engaging with customers and finding ways to increase the bank’s
wallet share. UFE applications have integrated
machine learning models that predict what ‘next
best actions’ sales associates should present to
individual customers, enabling them to suggest
relevant products or services. Without these systems providing guided selling assistance, sales
associates do as they’ve always done and try to
drive sales in areas where the bank is missing
targets. For example, an associate may offer a
customer a credit card if the bank is missing
sales targets on that product, without realising
that the customer cancelled their credit card the
month before. This type of sales attempt is valuable to nobody – and it annoys the customer.
However, when banks use ‘tellers as sellers’
initiatives and machine learning-based guided

selling systems, associates can suggest relevant
products – such as card upgrades, limit increases
and top ups – and banks can start seeing high
conversion rates of up to 14% on product offers.
VeriPark has already seen successful implementations that have enabled bank associates to conclude product sales within 200 seconds.

“UFE solutions can help banks to
modernise the employee experience”
UFEs also have multiple intangible benefits,
particularly when it comes to enhancing the
employee experience, reducing training times
and improving client interactions. Although
they don’t need to be, UFEs built into a CRM
application can certainly help banks to transform from product-centric to customer-centric
organisations.
Özkan Erener is CEO at VeriPark
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Faster, better,
cheaper
M A R K B R O W N : W I L L I S T O W E R S W AT S O N

Standalone technologies do not meet the needs of the modern insurer. Forwardthinking companies are instead implementing smarter tools – integrated systems
that enable them to work faster, better and cheaper

I

n today’s challenging operating environment,
insurers need to work faster than ever, all
while offering clients great usability, governance and audit features. Supporting teams with
tools purely for regulatory compliance purposes
is not enough – products need to contribute
more broadly to a business, whether that is adding value through providing insight to support
business decisions or reducing costs and risk
through the streamlining of processes.
This ‘smarter tools’ approach determines that
we provide solutions with the systems integration capability, controls and flexibility to deal
with the kind of challenges insurers face now and
that can support a future development pathway.

“We have gained competitive
advantage, saved costs and
broadened the market for our
solutions by using Microsoft Azure”
In practice, this approach applies to all of our
products without exception. The most prominent illustration at the moment runs through
what we’re doing on IFRS 17 – insurers are
becoming much more aware of the challenges
associated with this standard which in many
ways are more onerous than Solvency II. In
particular, collaboration between actuaries,
accountants and IT is key but, as always, real
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world coordination and coherence is notoriously difficult.
To address this, we have taken advantage of
our integrated systems to combine elements of
DataValidator, Unify, ResQ and RiskAgility FM
to create a highly efficient solution for calculating the contractual service margin (CSM) based
on existing models and processes, including
those that would have been implemented for
Solvency II.
Through this approach, the CSM calculation
framework can be implemented as part of our
overall IFRS 17 reporting technical architecture
and workflow. This offers a complete end-to-end
solution that fully integrates with accounting
systems and delivers automation, control and
auditability ‘out of the box’, saving time and
money and allowing experts to be deployed on
higher value tasks and value to be driven in the
business outside of regulatory compliance. The
building block design allows companies to integrate component parts with the systems they
already have, adding further components at a
later date if required.
Other examples of this smarter approach are
reflected in our move to the cloud. We have
gained competitive advantage, saved costs and
broadened the market for our solutions by using
Microsoft Azure to support the RiskAgility FM
platform. In fact, we’ve achieved hyperscale
financial modelling in a tiny fraction of the time
that a more traditional solution would require.
Meanwhile, by moving Igloo into software-as-aservice (SaaS) and usage-based pricing, we offer

INSURANCE

customers the potential for greatly enhanced
performance and reduced costs for licensing, IT
infrastructure and maintenance.
Throughout Solvency II, and now IFRS 17, the
focus has been on ‘getting it done’ to achieve
compliance; but this is not enough. Added to
this, we think it’s essential to consider ‘value’,
which can range from providing support for
strategic decision making, through to being part
of wider finance transformation, and which can
have a bearing on factors such as organisational
design and working methods, including how
and where big data, automation and expert analysis are deployed.
This is not only evident in our approach to
modelling and compliance solutions, based
around Igloo, RiskAgility FM and Unify. Our
pricing and reserving products, including Radar
Live on the general insurance side, are also
designed to support and encourage the innovation that enables process transformation.
Looking ahead, across our software suite we
are continuing to expand the availability of
cloud, flexible hosting and SaaS solutions and
to develop ways in which strategic systems can

be brought together more effectively using products such as Unify and Brovada One.
We are particularly excited about the further
roll-out of Igloo Gen2 which, while retaining the
backwards compatibility to earlier editions, represents the largest single leap in the power and
functionality of Igloo since it was first launched.
This performance boost will support models
moving into more areas such as underwriting
and pricing whilst also providing the opportunity for radically reduced costs of operation.
We have considered ourselves an insurtech
business since well before the term became
widely used, and still do. We’ve been providing
innovative insurance technology solutions to clients for over 30 years and remain at the forefront
with our expertise. Machine learning techniques
and applications of advanced analytics to assist
in risk identification and management are high
on our agenda for further applications that can
improve our clients’ enterprise risk management
practices going forward.
Mark Brown is global product leader for Life
Financial Modelling at Willis Towers Watson
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Innovative insurance technology backed
by industry insight
We combine technical expertise with a rich understanding of the
insurance industry to provide robust, innovative and cost-eﬀective
solutions that span the insurance value chain.
An unwavering focus on the needs of customers has made us one of
the largest providers of actuarial software. We help clients to improve
performance, manage risk and safeguard solvency.
We live insurance.
Find out more: willistowerswatson.com/ICandT
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Banking outside
the branch
L O R I M U R R AY : D X C T E C H N O L O G Y

Banks are increasingly turning to field service management to meet changing
consumer demands to be served on their own terms

T

echnology use is rising, workplace structures are changing, and consumers are
increasingly demanding to be served when
and where it is most convenient for them. Hence,
many industries are at a crossroads, having to
modify existing operating models to keep up
with these developments.
A growing number of companies are focusing
on providing field services. For example, automotive manufacturer Hyundai’s Shopper Assurance
programme enables customers to book a test drive
online and wait for a sales associate to bring them
the car, rather than going into the dealership.
Cloud-based field service management empowers
the sales associate with fast, real-time access to the

“Banks are increasingly going directly
to wherever their customers are”
same data and technology they would have in the
dealership, allowing them to serve customers on
their terms. Hyundai isn’t the only one – a report
published by Research and Markets predicts the
global field service management market will hit
US$5 billion by 2023.
Banks are also going directly to wherever their
customers are at an increasing rate. Sales associates are meeting with customers at their chosen locations to discuss finances and help them
to open new accounts. The Canadian Imperial
Bank of Commerce, headquartered in Toronto,
Canada has successfully implemented a new

sales approach, moving from a branch-based
sales model to a direct client engagement model.
This sales model employs so-called ‘sales hunters’ – mobile sales associates who meet customers at their preferred time and location. This new
sales approach has shown very promising results
through more engaged customer interactions
and increased revenue leveraging field service
management.
It’s clear that in today’s ‘Age of the Customer’,
consumers are in full control of their purchasing power and they expect companies to come
directly to them. However, many banks find it
challenging to implement efficient and effective field service management and equip their
workforce with mobile devices that allow them
to easily access necessary internal bank systems
remotely. Higher expectations for convenience
and accessibility, combined with a continued
focus on IT consumerisation and commoditised
banking services, imply that financial institutions must embrace a service-oriented model
that is supported by the right technology.
The bottom line is that banks must focus
relentlessly on their customers’ needs and formulate their operational approach accordingly.
To succeed, banks need a partner with expertise
to help develop a strategic roadmap that incorporates the right technology and reengineering
of traditional back-end processes.
Lori Murray is global product leader for
Banking, Capital Markets and Microsoft
Business Applications at DXC Technology
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Imagine ...
A changing workforce that enables every
employee to be an innovator -- not just a processor.
That uses automation to break business transformation
barriers -- and drive the convergence of computer
intelligence and business process orchestration across
your enterprise.

Imagine no more.
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Robotic Process Automation Software

Delivering the world's most
successful digital workforce.
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Six skills for
intelligent automation
PA U L A L I E B E R G E N : B L U E P R I S M

Introducing new solutions is challenging, but necessary for digital
transformation. Our integration with Microsoft AI adds key skills for
intelligent automation to our Digital Workforce solution

B

lue Prism has identified six key skills for
automating complex processes and operational efficiency. These essential best practice building blocks include:
1. Knowledge and insight: Our robots can
harvest information from different data sources,
understand it, and deliver previously unreachable insights to support business outcomes and
complete tasks that have traditionally required
manual processing because of the cognitive skills
required. Examples include the natural language
processing, language understanding and translation functions within Microsoft Cognitive
Services; email processing; or insights from realtime data analytics.
2. Visual perception: The ability to read, understand, and contextualise visual information digitally is another critical skill for automation. Our
integration with optical character recognition
tools and Microsoft’s computer vision services
means that digital workers can identify objects
within an image and apply contextual knowledge
bases to determine an appropriate action.
3. Learning: With the ability to adapt to changing process patterns and derive contextual meaning from data sets, digital workers can recognise
changes and adapt accordingly via Microsoft
machine learning technologies, process information with a neural network paradigm and quickly
model algorithms – in real time and at scale.
4. Planning and sequencing: Identifying
opportunities and planning workflow and workload execution lets enterprises deliver the best
outcomes. Blue Prism robots can apply if/then

logic to workflows, identify the ideal order of
steps, conduct tasks at optimal times of day, and
schedule work based on existing conditions.
Examples include using process mining to analyse
processes based on event logs, and instantly and
intelligently scaling workloads needed.
5. Problem solving: Complex operational
processes with exceptions, variables and diverging paths usually require a human being’s
problem-solving capabilities. Our digital workforce solution can identify the context of variables
and solve logic, business, and system problems
without intervention. Examples include using
visualisation to get insights from data, as well as
integrating business process management and
security solutions within a robotic process automation (RPA) process.
6. Collaboration: Finally, digital workers
need to be able to communicate, work with
and complete tasks with people, systems,
and other software robots. Examples include
deploying chatbots within an RPA process to
autonomously service customers, escalating to
humans when needed.
Blue Prism’s Digital Workforce works with people to increase productivity, improve overall customer experience and deliver true operational
agility. Together, Blue Prism and Microsoft offer
great potential for business leaders looking to
drive innovation while also successfully managing the modern enterprise.
Paula Liebergen is Microsoft Alliance
director at Blue Prism
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for banking with unlimited potential
Today, banks of all sizes are being held back by
outdated, legacy systems and increasing regulations.
But customers want innovation more than ever...
It’s time for financial software to change. Finastra brings
you a dynamic, open platform that will unlock the full
potential of financial institutions.
It’s time to open up to realize banking’s full potential.
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